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We are a small family owned and operated business based in Brisbane 

and we take great pride in our work. The Custom Lab is a venture of 

T-leaf Collections, focused on providing UV printing & laser cutting 

services to small and large business as well as independent makers and 

creators in need of impactfull personalised products. 

Depending on your needs and industry, our machines enable us to  

customise a wide range of materials such as acrylic, wood, mirror, glass, 

leather & plastics, allowing endless and easy product customisation.  

We are well known for the quality of our work. All of our creations are 

made in-house enabling us to have complete control over the design 

process, from the draft concept to the final product, ensuring the best 

quality and the best possible results for you and your business.

About Us



WHAT WE DO
IMAGINATION IS THE LIMIT, WE CAN CATER TO JUST ABOUT ANYTHING
In today’s fast paced marketing environment, it can get a little crowded. Ensuring your brand stands out can be difficult but 
we are here to ensure you and your brand won’t get lost in the crowd. 

Our UV printing & laser cutting services cater for:
- Small Business
- Large Corporations
- Independent makers/creators/designers

Safety Signage /Industrial Labelling /Office Signage
Incorporate full colour branding on your signage. We can custom design a wide range of 
products from tags, office directional signage, safety warning signs and more… to ensure 
your branding is incorporated in any industry specific template you might want to use. We 
have the ability to create a range of signage for both internal and external application. 

Conference, Expo, Event Name Tags/Badges & Business Cards
We can custom design, laser cut, etch and produce full colour name tags or badges with 
your branding following a specific design or using one of our templates. Thanks to both 
our UV printing & laser cutting machines, we can create almost any design and shape to fit 
your imagination.

Promotional Products & Corporate Gifting
From golf balls, wine boxes, to office items such as pens and USB’s, we can provide an 
impactful marketing message to your next promotional campaign. 



Laser Cutting/Etching
Laser cutting is the process of using a powerful laser to cut and/or engrave items from flat sheets of material like plastic, 
wood and many other materials. By reducing the beam power you can mark the surface of the material, this is known as 
etching or engraving and can give some stunning effects on wood and plastic. 

Our 726 x 432mm cutting area and our 165mm deep bed enable laser cutting/engraving on a wide range of products 
and materials.

UV Printing
UV printing is a unique method of digital printing utilising ultraviolet (UV) light to dry or cure ink. We can UV print on almost 
any flat material such as wood, acrylic, glass, mirror, plastics, metals and more. The surface is instantly cured and ready 
for interior or exterior use depending on your chosen material. We can also print on flexible media’s such as leather,  
laminates and more. 

Our 770 X 330mm print area and our 100mm deep printing bed enable UV printing for a wide range of products. It is 
suitable for interior use and exterior applications up to 5 years.

Graphic Design
Whether we are cutting, engraving or UV printing, our machines require the appropriate graphics file to achieve satisfactory 
results.  If you are unsure about what you require we can advise and assist. We also provide full graphic design services to 
help you bring to life your vision.

OUR EXPERTISE

PRODUCT SAMPLES



MATERIALS

ACRYLIC / PLASTIC 
Acrylic is a plastic product that is used extensively in signage and display as it is light weight 
and very strong when compared to other materials, meaning it can be used in various different 
weather conditions with confidence for both internal and external application.
Both Acrylic and Plastic have the versatility to be cut into various shapes and sizes.

PLYWOOD / MDF / SOLID WOOD
Plywood or MDF panels are produced by combining broken down wood fibres with a 
synthetic resin which is then cured under heat and pressure. The panels are mainly used for 
interior application as it has a low moisture resistance and will swell if left outside. 

LAMINATES
Laminates are well suited for interior and exterior applications, making them a very popular 
material for laser processing. Available in many colours and textures, laminates are typically 
used for signage, dataplates, labels, signboards, nameplates and industrial marking.
They are made from a core layer of modified acrylic, coated with a very thin top layer. The 
engraving process reveals the colour of that core material underneath.

FABRIC / LEATHER / RUBBER / CARDBOARD
We also work on a variety of other flat sheet materials such as leather, rubber, cardboard and 
many others depending on the requirements of your project.

If you have any questions about the materials we stock or can source please send us a message and we will get back to 
you as soon as possible.  



GET IN TOUCH

 Do not hesitate to contact us for a custom quote.
We look forward to helping you make your branding 

MEMORABLE

customlab@taleafcollections.com.au

    www.tleafcollections.com.au
   @customlab.tleafcollections
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